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Abstract

each node of the tree. The cut-reduction operator will be defined on such implicitly described derivation trees, following Bucholz’ approach [3, 4]. We show (in Corollary 7.6)
that the size of the notation for the k-times cut-reduced
proof grows only (k−1) times exponentially in the height
of original proof.
In the second part of this article we apply these bounds to
Bounded Arithmetic. Bounded Arithmetic has been introduced by Buss [5] as first-order theories of arithmetic with a
strong connection to computational complexity. These theories can be given as restrictions of Peano Arithmetic in a
suitable language. The restrictions of Peano Arithmetic in
Si2 are twofold. First, only logarithmic induction is considered which inducts over a logarithmic part of the universe
of discourse.

Using appropriate notation systems for proofs, cutreduction can often be rendered feasible on these notations,
and explicit bounds can be given. Developing a suitable notation system for Bounded Arithmetic, and applying these
bounds, all the known results on definable functions of certain such theories can be reobtained in a uniform way.

1

Introduction

Since Gentzen’s invention of the “Logik Kalkül” LK and
his proof of the “Hauptsatz” [8, 9], cut-elimination has been
a topic of almost any paper on proof theory. Mints introduced the concept of continuous cut-elimination [12, 11] by
isolating operational aspects of normalisation of (infinitary)
propositional derivations. These operational aspects are described at the expense of introducing the void logical rule
of repetition to balance derivation trees.

ϕ(0) ∧ (∀x)(ϕ(x) → ϕ(x + 1)) → (∀x)ϕ(|x|) .
Here, |x| denotes the length of the binary representation of
the natural number x. Second, the properties which can
be inducted on, must be described by a suitably restricted
bounded formula, more precisely a Σbi -formula.
An important goal in Bounded Arithmetic is to give good
descriptions of the functions that are definable in a certain
theory by a certain class of formulae. Buss [5] has charp
acterised the Σbi -definable functions of Si2 as FPΣi−1 , the
i-th level of the polynomial time hierarchy of functions.
Krajı́ček [10] has characterised the Σbi+1 -definable multip
functions of S2i as the class FPΣi [wit, O(log n)] of multifunctions which can be computed in polynomial time using a witness oracle from Σpi , where the number of oracle
queries is restricted to O(log n) many (n being the length
of the input). Buss and Krajı́ček [7] have characterised the
Σbi−1 -definable multi-functions of Si2 as projections of solup
tions to problems from PLSΣi−2 , which is the class of polynomial local search problems relativised to Σpi−2 -oracles.
We will re-obtain all these definability characterisations
by one unifying method, using the results from the first part
of this article. First, we will define a suitable notation sys-

Γ (R)
Γ
Note that this rule is both logically valid and preserves the
sub-formula property.
In this article, we re-examine this situation. We will
show that the cut-reduction operator can be understood as
a polynomial time operation. We work with proof notations
which give implicit descriptions of (infinite) propositional
proofs. A proof notation system is a set which is equipped
with some functions, most importantly two which compute
the following tasks. Given a notation h, compute the last
inference tp(h) in the denoted proof. Given a notation h
and a number i ∈ N, compute a notation h[i] for the i-th
immediate sub-derivation of the derivation denoted by h.
Implicit proof notations given in this way uniquely determine a propositional derivation tree, by exploring the
derivation tree from its root and determining the inference at
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tem HBA for propositional derivations which are obtained
by translating [16, 13] Bounded Arithmetic proofs.
Applying the machinery from the first part we obtain a
notation system CHBA of cut-elimination for HBA . CHBA
will have the property that its implicit descriptions, most notably the functions tp(h) and h[i] mentioned above, will be
polynomial time computable. This allows us to formulate a
general local search problem on CHBA which is suitable to
characterise definable multi-functions for Bounded Arithmetic. A more detailled work out of the notation system for
Bounded Arithmetic, including full proofs, can be found in
a technical report [1].
Other research related to our investigations is an article by Buss [6] which also makes use of the same propositional translation to obtain witnessing results by giving
uniform descriptions of translated proofs; however, his approach does not explicitely involve cut-elimination.
The potential of our approach to the characterisations
of definable search problems via notation systems is that
it may lead to characterisations of so far uncharacterised
definable search problems, most notably the Σb1 -definable
search problems in Si2 for i ≥ 3.

∆ι (I) = ∆ι . If |I| = n we write

∆0 ∆1 . . . ∆n−1
∆

. . . ∆ι . . . (ι < I)
.
∆
Definition 2.4 (Inductive definition of S-quasi derivations).
If I is an inference symbol of S, and (dι )ι<|I| is a sequence
of S-quasi derivations, then d := I(dι )ι<|I| is an S-quasi
derivation with endsequent
[
Γ(d) := ∆(I) ∪
(Γ(dι ) \ ≈∆ι (I)) ,
instead of

ι<|I|

last inference last(d) := I, subderivations d(ι) := dι for
ι < |I|, height
hgt(d) := sup {hgt(dι ) + 1 : ι < |I|} ,
size (provided S has inference symbols of finite arity only)
X
sz(dι )) + 1 ,
sz(d) := (
ι<|I|

and cut rank
C-crk(d) := sup({C-rk(I)} ∪ {C-crk(dι ) : ι < |I|}) .

2

Proof Systems

Here we define the cut-rank of I to be C-rk(C) + 1 if I is
of the form I = CutC , and 0 otherwise.

Let S be a set. The set of all subsets of S will be denoted
by P(S), the set of all finite subsets of S will be denoted by
Pfin (S). Let F be a set (of formulae), ≈ a binary relation
on F (identity between formulae), and rk : P(F) × F → N
a function (rank).

3

The infinitary proof system

V W
Definition 3.1. Let C = {>, ⊥, , } be the set of (symbols for) connectives for V
infinitary
W logic. Their arity is given
by |>| = |⊥| = 0 and | | = | | = ω. We define a negation of the connectives according
V
Wto the deWMorgan
V laws:
¬(>) = ⊥, ¬(⊥) = >, ¬( ) = , and ¬( ) = .

Definition 2.1 (Sequent). A sequent over F, ≈, rk is a
finite subset of F. We use Γ, ∆, . . . as syntactic variables to denote sequents. With ≈∆ we denote the set
{A ∈ F : (∃B ∈ ∆)A ≈ B}.

Definition 3.2. The set of all infinitary formulae L∞ is inductively defined by the clause: if c ∈ C and Aι ∈ L∞ for
ι < |c| then c(Aι )ι<|c| ∈ L∞ . Let C ⊆ L∞ , then the C-rank
of a formula A = c(Aι )ι<|c| ∈ L∞ , C-rk(A), is defined by
recursion on the definition of A ∈ L∞ :
(
0
if A ∈ C
C-rk(A) =
supι<|c| (C-rk(Aι ) + 1) otherwise.

We usually write A1 , . . . , An for {A1 , . . . , An } and
A, Γ, ∆ for {A} ∪ Γ ∪ ∆, etc. We always write C-rk(A)
instead of rk(C, A).
We repeat standard Buchholz notation for proof systems [4].
Definition 2.2. A proof system S over F, ≈, rk is given by
a set of formal expressions called inference symbols (syntactic variable I), and for each inference symbol I an ordinal |I| ≤ ω, a sequent ∆(I) and a family of sequents
(∆ι (I))ι<|I| .

We denote >() by > and ⊥() by ⊥.
Definition 3.3. Negation ¬ is the operation on L∞ which
computes negation according to the de Morgan rules, i.e.,


¬ c(Aι )ι<|c| := ¬(c) ¬(Aι ) ι<|c|

Proof systems may have inference symbols of the form
CutC for C ∈ F; these are called “cut inference symbols”
and their use will (in Definition 2.4) be measured by the
C-cut rank.

Definition 3.4. The set of all infinitary formulae of finite rank is denoted with F∞ . The identity between F∞ formulae is true equality, i.e., equality of the underlying set
theory.

. . . ∆ι . . . (ι < I)
we de∆
clare I as an inference symbol with |I| = I, ∆(I) = ∆,

Notation 2.3. By writing (I)
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V
Wi
The rules
W AxA , C and
W C require that tp(A) = >,
tp(C) = and tp(C) = , respectively.
V
For CutC we require tp(C) ∈ {>, }. For other C we
use CutC as an obvious abbreviation for Cut¬C with both
premises exchanged.
The SF -derivations are the SF -quasi derivations.

Definition 3.5. The infinitary proof system S∞ is the proof
system over F∞ which is given by the following set of inference symbols.
V
. . . Aι . . .
( A)

(ι < ω)
A

for A =

V

(Aι )ι<ω

W
W i Ai
for A = (Aι )ι<ω
( A)
A

Later in our applications, we will be concerned only
with derivations of finite height, for which we can formulate slightly sharper upper bounds on cut-reduction than in
the general (infinite) case (2α versus 3α ). Thus, from now
on we will restrict attention to derivations of finite height
only.

¬C
∅
(CutC ) C
(Rep)
>
∅
∅
The S∞ -derivations are the S∞ -quasi derivations.

(Ax)
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Semiformal proof systems

Definition 4.4. Let d `α
C,m Γ denote that d is an SF derivation with Γ(d) ⊆ ≈Γ, C-crk(d) ≤ m, and hgt(d) ≤
α<ω .

Definition 4.1. A notation system for (infinitary) formulae is a set F of Vformulae,
together with four functions
W
tp : F → {>, ⊥, , }, ·[·] : F × N → F, ¬ : F → F,
and rk : P(F) × F → N called outermost connective, subformula, negation and rank, and a relation ≈ ⊆ F × F
called intensional equality, such that tp(¬(f )) = ¬(tp(f )),
¬(f )[n] = ¬(f [n]), C-rk(f ) = C-rk(¬f ), C-rk(f [n]) <
C-rk(f ) for n < | tp(f )|, and f ≈ g implies tp(f ) = tp(g),
f [n] ≈ g[n], ¬(f ) ≈ ¬(g) and C-rk(f ) = C-rk(g).

Definition 4.5. The interpretation [[d]]∞ of a SF derivation d = I(dι )ι<|I| is defined as
[[d]]∞ := [[I]]∞ ([[dι ]]∞ )ι<|I|
where [[I]]∞ is defined by setting the interpretation of
V Wi
V
Wi
AxA , A , A , CutC and Rep to be Ax, [[A]]∞ , [[A]]∞ ,
Cut[[C]]∞ , and Rep, respectively.

It should be noted that if F is a notation system for formulae, then so is F/ ≈ in the obvious way; moreover, in
F/ ≈ the intensional equality is true equality in the quotient. The reason why we nevertheless explicitly consider
an (intensional) equality relation is that we are interested
in the computational complexity of notation systems and
therefore prefer to take notations as the strings that arise
naturally, rather than working on the quotient.

Induction on d immediately gives Γ([[d]]∞ ) ⊆ [[Γ(d)]]∞ .
The “⊆”, instead of the expected “=” is due to the fact,
that only formulae are removed from the conclusion that
are intensionally equal.
Let SF the semiformal proof system over F. We define
Mints’ continuous cut-reduction operator [12, 11] following
the description given by Buchholz [3]. The only modification is our explicit use of intensional equality.

Definition 4.2. Let F = (F, tp, ·[·], rk, ≈) be a notation
system for infinitary formulae. The interpretation [[f ]]∞ of
f ∈ F is inductively defined as

Theorem 4.6 (and Definition). Let C ∈ F with tp(C) =
V
, and k < ω be given. We define an operator IkC such that
α
k
d `α
C,m Γ, C implies IC (d) `C,m Γ, C[k].

[[f ]]∞ = tp(f )([[f [ι]]]∞ )ι<| tp(f )|

Proof.
We argue by the buildup of d.
V
{ D : D ≈ C} we set

We note that f ≈ g implies [[f ]]∞ = [[g]]∞ , and
that for C ⊆ F and C ∞ := {[[f ]]∞ : f ∈ C} we have
C ∞ -rk([[f ]]∞ ) ≤ C-rk(f ).
Let F = (F, tp, ·[·], rk, ≈) be a notation system for infinitary formulae.

IkC (d) = Rep(IkC (d(k)))
and otherwise we set IkC (d) := I(IkC (d(i)))i<|I| .
Theorem
4.7 (and Definition). Let C ∈ F with tp(C) ∈
V
{>, } be given. We define an operator RC such that for
β
C-rk(C) ≤ m we have that d0 `α
C,m Γ, C and d1 `C,m
α+β
Γ, ¬C imply RC (d0 , d1 ) `C,m Γ.

Definition 4.3. The semiformal proof system SF over F is
the proof system over F which is given by the following set
of inference symbols.
V
. . . C[n]. . . (n ∈ N)
( C)
C
(AxA )

A

(CutC ) C

Proof. We argue by induction on d1 . Let I = last(d1 ).
If ∆(I) ∩ ≈{¬C} 6= ∅. we note that I has to be of the
Wk
form I = D for some k ∈ N and D ≈ ¬C. So we can set

Wi C[i]
( C)
C
¬C
∅

(Rep)

If last(d) ∈

∅
∅

RC (d0 , d1 ) = CutC[k] (IkC (d0 ), RC (d0 , d1 (0))) .
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If H is a notation system we define a notation system CH
for cut-elimination
derivations IkC h
V for H by extending H by V
for tp(C) = , RC h0 h1 for tp(C) ∈ {>, }, and Eh; in
all these cases of this inductive definition the h, h0 , h1 can
be taken from CH.
The functions tp, ·[·], Γ, crk and o are defined as to make
the new symbols I, R, and E match the operators I, R, and E,
respectively. The size |·| is defined in the obvious way, that
is, |IkC h| = |Eh| = |h| + 1 and |RC h0 h1 | = |h0 | + |h1 | + 1.
The interpretation [[h]] is extended inductively from
H to CH by defining [[IkC h]] = IkC ([[h]]), [[RC h0 h1 ]] =
RC ([[h0 ]], [[h1 ]]), and [[Eh]] = E([[h]]).
We note that also for h ∈ CH we have last([[h]]) =
tp(h), [[h]](ι) = [[h[ι]]] for ι < | tp(h)|, and C-crk([[h]]) ≤
C-crk(h).
It should be observed that for the computation of Γ, the
cut-elimination operators IkC , RC and E behave as if there
were the following inference symbols.

Otherwise we can just set RC (d0 , d1 )
=
I(RC (d0 , d1 (i)))i<|I| and obtain a derivation as desired.
Theorem 4.8 (and Definition). We define
an operator E
2α −1
such that: d `α
Γ
implies
E(d)
`
Γ.
C,m+1
C,m
Proof. We argue by induction on the buildup of d.
If last(d) = CutC then V
C-rk(C) ≤ m and, without loss
of generality, tp(C) ∈ {>, }. We set
E(d) = Rep(RC (E(d(0)), E(d(1))))
which is as desired.
Otherwise we set E(d) = I(E(d(i)))i<|I| .
Immediately from the definition we note that the operators I, R, and E only inspects the last inference symbol of
a derivation to obtain the last inference symbol of the transformed derivation. It should be noted that this continuity
would not be possible without the repetition rule.
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Notations for
elimination

derivations

and

(IkC )

cut6

Let F be a notation system for formulae, and SF the
semiformal proof system over F from Definition 4.3.

C
C[k]

(RC )

¬C

C
∅

(E)

∅
∅

An Abstract Notion of Notation

We are now interested in studying the size needed by the
notations for sub-derivations of derivations obtained by the
cut-elimination operator. To avoid losing the simple idea
in a blurb of notation, we abstract our problem to a simple
term-rewriting system.

Definition 5.1. A notation system for SF is a set H of
notations and functions tp : H → SF , ·[·] : H × N →
H, Γ : H → Pfin (F), crk : P(F) × H → N, and
o, |·| : H → N \ {0} called denoted last inference, denoted
sub-derivation, denoted end-sequent, denoted cut-rank, denoted height and size, such that C-crk(h[n]) ≤ C-crk(h),
tp(h) = CutC implies C-rk(C) < C-crk(h), o(h[n]) <
o(h) for n < | tp(h)|, and the following local faithfulness
property holds for h ∈ H:

[ 
∆(tp(h)) ∪
Γ(h[ι]) \ ≈∆ι (tp(h))) ⊆ ≈Γ(h) .

Definition 6.1. An abstract system of proof notations is
a set D of “derivations”, together with two functions
|·|, o(·) : D → N \ {0}, called “size” and “height”, and a
relation → ⊆ D × D called “reduction to a sub-derivation”,
such that d → d0 implies o(d0 ) < o(d).
Observation 6.2 (and Definition). Let F be a notation
system for formulae and SF the semiformal proof system
over F. A notation system H = (H, tp, ·[·], o, |·|) for SF
gives rise to an abstract system of proof notations by letting
D = H and defining d → d0 iff there exists an n < | tp(d)|
with d0 = d[n].

ι<| tp(h)|

The local faithfulness property suffices to ensure the following Proposition.


Proposition 5.2. Γ(h[j]) ⊆ ≈ Γ(h) ∪ ∆j (tp(h))
Definition 5.3. Let H = (H, tp, ·[·], o, |·|) be a notation system for SF . The interpretation [[h]] of h ∈
H is inductively defined to be the SF -derivation [[h]] =
tp(h)([[h[n]]])n<| tp(h)| .

Definition 6.3. If D is an abstract system of proof notae the “cut elimination closure”, is the abstract
tions, then D,
notation system inductively defined to extend D and contain
e Here I, E and R
derivations Id, Ed, and Rde for d, e ∈ D.
are new symbols. The size is extended in the obvious way,
that is |Id| = |Ed| = 1 + |d| and |Rde| = 1 + |d| + |e|.
The height is extended following the properties of the operators I, E, and R. In other words, we set o(Id) = o(d),
o(Rde) = o(d) + o(e), and o(Ed) = 2o(d) − 1.

We note that for h ∈ H we have last([[h]]) = tp(h),
[[h]](ι) = [[h[ι]]] for ι < | tp(h)|, and Γ([[h]]) ⊆ ≈Γ(h)
We now extend a notation system H for SF to a notation
system for cut-elimination on H, by adding notations for the
operators I, R and E from the previous section.
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Definition 7.2. For D an abstract system of proof notations
e as a monowe define a size function ϑ(d) for every d ∈ D
tone function from N to N. ϑ(d) is defined by induction on
e as follows.
the inductive definition of D

The relation → is inductively defined as follows.
d → d0 in D
d → d0
d → d0
Ed → Ed0

d → d0
Id → Id0

e → e0
Rde → Rde0

Rde → Id

d → d0
d → d00
0
Ed → R(Ed )(Ed00 )

ϑ(d)(s) = s, provided d ∈ D
ϑ(Id)(s) = ϑ(d)(s) + 1
ϑ(Rde)(s) = max{|d|+1+ϑ(e)(s) , ϑ(d)(s)+1}

e is an abstract system of proof
We immediately note hat D
notations if D is one.
Let F be a notation system for formulae, SF the semiformal proof system over F, H a notation system for SF ,
CH the notation system for cut-elimination on H with denoted height o and size |·|, and let D be the abstract system
of proof notations associated with H according to Observation 6.2.

ϑ(Ed)(s) = o(d)(ϑ(d)(s) + 2)
e
Proposition 7.3. If D is s-bounded then for every d ∈ D
we have |d| ≤ ϑ(d)(s).
e and d → d0 , then
Theorem 7.4. If D is s-bounded, d ∈ D
0
ϑ(d)(s) ≥ ϑ(d )(s).
Proof. Induction on the inductive definition of the relation
e If d → d0 because it holds in D then
d → d0 in D.
ϑ(d)(s) = s = ϑ(d0 )(s).
If Ed → R(Ed0 )(Ed00 ) thanks to d → d0 and d → d00 we
argue as follows

Definition 6.4. The abstraction h of h ∈ CH is obtained
by dropping all sub- and superscripts. We denote the set of
abstractions for h ∈ CH by CH.
The set of abstractions CH for CH is a subsystem of the
e of H in the following sense. Let
cut-elimination closure H
e and
→ denote the reduction to sub-derivation relation of H,
define a reduction to sub-derivation relation ; of CH in the
obvious way by h ; h0 iff there exists an n < | tp(h)| with
e and ;⊆→.
h0 = h[n]. Then CH = H
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ϑ(R(Ed0 )(Ed00 ))(s)
= max{|Ed0 |+1+ϑ(Ed00 )(s) , ϑ(Ed0 )(s)+1}
= max{ |d0 |+2+o(d00 )(ϑ(d00 )(s)+2) ,
o(d0 )(ϑ(d0 )(s) + 2)}
≤ max{ ϑ(d0 )(s)+2+o(d00 )(ϑ(d00 )(s)+2) ,
o(d0 )(ϑ(d0 )(s) + 2)}
≤ max{ ϑ(d)(s)+2+o(d00 )(ϑ(d)(s)+2) ,
o(d0 )(ϑ(d)(s) + 2)}
≤ max{ ϑ(d)(s)+2+(o(d) − 1)(ϑ(d)(s)+2) ,
(o(d) − 1)(ϑ(d)(s) + 2)}
= ϑ(d)(s)+2+(o(d) − 1)(ϑ(d)(s)+2)
= o(d)(ϑ(d)(s)+2)
= ϑ(Ed)(s)

Size Bounds

We now prove a bound on the size of (abstract) notations for cut-elimination. By induction on the buildup of
e we assign every element a measure that bounds the size
D
of all derivations reachable from it via iterated use of the
→-relation.
A small problem arises in the base case; if d → d0 in
e
D because this holds in D we have no means of bounding
|d0 | in terms of |d|. So we use the usual trick [2] when a
e
global measure is needed and assign each element d of D
not a natural number but a monotone function ϑ(d) such
that |d0 | ≤ ϑ(d)(s) for all d →∗ d0 whenever s ∈ N is a
global bound on the size of all elements in D.

where for the first inequality we used Proposition 7.3, for
the second the induction hypothesis, for the third that, since
d → d0 and d → d00 , both o(d0 ) and o(d00 ) are bounded by
o(d) − 1.
If Rde → Rde0 thanks to e → e0 , then
ϑ(Rde0 )(s)
= max{|d|+1+ϑ(e0 )(s) , ϑ(d)(s)+1}
≤ max{|d|+1+ϑ(e)(s) , ϑ(d)(s)+1}
= ϑ(Rde)

Definition 7.1. An abstract system D of proof notations is
called s-bounded (for s ∈ N), if for all d ∈ D it is the case
that |d| ≤ s.
If D is an abstract system of proof notations and d ∈ D,
then by Dd we denote the set Dd = {d0 | d →∗ d0 } ⊂ D
considered an abstract system of proof notation with the
structure induced by D. Here →∗ denotes the reflexive transitive closure of →.
For D an abstract system of proof notations and d ∈ D
we say that d is s-bounded if Dd is.

where for the inequality we used the induction hypothesis.
The remaining cases are trivial.
Now we draw the desired consequences of our main theorem by putting things together.
e then D
ed is
Corollary 7.5. If D is s-bounded, and d ∈ D
ϑ(d)(s)-bounded.
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Recall that iterated exponentiation 2n (x) is defined inductively by setting 20 (x) = x and 2n+1 (x) = 22n (x) . An
easy induction shows that the height o(E n d) of the n-times
cut-reduced derivation d is bounded by 2n (d).

Bounded quantifiers are introduced as abbreviations.
(∀x ≤ t)A is short for (∀x)Ax (min(x, t)), and (∃x ≤ t)A is
short for (∃x)Ax (min(x, t)). Our introduction of bounded
quantifiers is slightly nonstandard. It has the advantage
that the usual cut-reduction procedure gives already optimal results. The standard abbreviation of bounded quantification, where e.g. (∃x ≤ t)A denotes (∃x)(x ≤ t ∧ A),
would need a modification of cut-reduction to produce optimal bounds, as two logical connectives are to be removed
for one bounded quantifier. Nevertheless, the two kind
of abbreviations are equivalent over a weak base theory
like BASIC, assuming BASIC includes some standard axiomatisation of min using ≤, for example a ≤ b →
min(x, y) = x and min(a, b) = min(b, a).

Corollary 7.6. If d ∈ D is s-bounded of height o(d) = h
for s ≥ 2 and h ≥ 2, then E k (d) is 2k−1 (2 · h) · s-bounded
for all k ≥ 1.
In Corollary 7.6 one should note that the tower of exponentiations has height only k − 1. Hence there is one
exponentiation less than the height of the denoted proof.
We conclude this section by remarking that the cutelimination operator can be viewed as a polynomial time
computable operation. Assume we modify the size function
e to ϑk by changing all ϑ to ϑk and defining for the last
on D
case to be ϑk (Ed)(s) = (k + 1) · (ϑ(d)(s) + 2).
e
Then we obtain as before for an s-bounded D, d ∈ D
and k ∈ N, that |d| ≤ ϑk (d)(s), and d → d0 implies
ϑk+1 (d)(s) ≥ ϑk (d)(s). Hence, for d ∈ D, D s-bounded,
and Ed →k d0 , we obtain |d0 | ≤ ϑk (Ed)(s) ≤ (k + 1) · (s +
2). From this we can conclude the following observation,
where f [i1 , . . . , ik ] := f [i1 ] . . . [ik ].

Definition 8.2 (Bounded Formulas). The set BFOR of
bounded LBA -formulae is the set of LBA -formulae consisting of literals and closed under ∧ , ∨ , (∀x ≤ t), (∃x ≤ t).
Negation of complex formulae is an operation on formulae, according to de-Morgan laws; similarly, we use other
connectives as obvious abbreviations. For a set C of formulas and a formula A, let the C-rank of A, C-rk(A), be the
maximal nesting of logical connectives until a sub-formula
in C is reached.
We now define a restricted (also called strict) delineation
of bounded formulae.

Observation 7.7. The cut-reduction operator for infinitary
propositional logic is a polynomial time operation in the
following sense.
Let F and H be some notation systems for infinitary
formulae and the semiformal system SF . Assume that F
and H are polynomial time computable, and that in addition also the functions F × N<ω → F, A, (i1 , . . . , ik ) 7→
A[i1 , . . . , ik ] and H × N<ω → H, h, (i1 , . . . , ik ) 7→
h[i1 , . . . , ik ] are polynomial time computable.
Then, CH and the function H × N<ω → CH,
h, (i1 , . . . , ik ) 7→ (Eh)[i1 , . . . , ik ] are polynomial time
computable.
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Definition 8.3. The set sΣbd is the subset of bounded LBA formulae whose elements are of the form
(∃x1 ≤ t1 )(∀x2 ≤ t2 ) . . . (Qxd ≤ td )(Q̄xd+1 ≤ |td+1 |)A(~x)
with Q and Q̄ being of the corresponding alternating quantifier shape, and A being quantifier free.
Definition 8.4. As axioms we allow all disjunctions of literals, i.e., all disjunctions A of literals such that A is true in
N under any assignment. Let us denote this set of axioms
by BASIC.

Bounded Arithmetic

Definition 8.5. Let Ind(A, z, t) denote the expression

We will now apply the results on the size of proof notations to Bounded Arithmetic. To keep the presentation
simple we will be quite liberal about the language and the
basic axioms.

Az (0) ∧ (∀z < t)(A → Az (z + 1)) → Az (t) .
The set Φ-Lm IND consists of all expressions of the form

Definition 8.1 (Language of Bounded Arithmetic). The
language LBA of Bounded Arithmetic contains as nonlogical symbols {=, ≤} for the binary relation equality and
less than or equal, and a symbol for each ptime function. In
particular, it includes a unary function symbols | · | whose
interpretation in the standard model N is given by the function which computes the length of the binary representation
of its argument, and a constant ca for a ∈ N whose interpretation in N is cN
a = a. We will often write n instead of
cn , and 0 for c0 .

Ind(A, z, 2||t|m | )
with A ∈ Φ, z a variable and t an LBA -term. Here | · |m
denotes the m-fold iteration of the function symbol | · |.
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Notation systems for Bounded Arithmetic

Let FBA be the set of closed formulae in BFOR. We
define the outermost connective function on FBA to be >
6

Vy
y,n,i
If ~x, y : h0 and I ∈ { (∀x)A , INDy,t
} for
F , INDF
some A, F, t, n, i, and FV(Γ(Ih0 )) ⊂ {~x} then ~x : Ih0 .
If
Wt ~x : h0 and FV((∃x)A), FV(t) ⊆ {~x} then
~x : (∃x)A h0 .
If ~x : h0 , ~x : h1 and FV(C) ⊆ {~x} then ~x : CutC h0 h1 .
If FV(∆) ⊆ {~x} then ~x :V
Ax∆ ,
If ~x : h0 , ~x : h1 and I = A0 ∧A1 with FV(A0 ∧ A1 ) ⊂
{~x} then ~x : Ih0 h1 .
Wk
If ~x : h0 and I = A0 ∨A1 with FV(A0 ∨ A1 ) ⊂ {~x}
then ~x : Ih0 .
A BA? -derivation is a BA? -quasi derivation h such that
for some ~x it holds ~x : h. We call a BA? -derivation h
closed, if ∅ : h.

V
or ⊥ for true or false literals, respectively,
for
W universally quantified formulae and conjunctions, and
for existentially quantified formulae and disjunctions. The subformula function is defined in the obvious way, where for
finite conjunctions and disjunctions the last conjunct or disjunct is treated as if it were repeated infinitely often.
For t a closed term its numerical value tN ∈ N is defined
in the obvious way. Let →1N be the compatible closure of
t 7→ tN for t a closed term. Let ≈N denote the reflexive,
symmetric and transitive closure of →1N . If the depth of expressions is restricted, and the number of function symbols
representing polynomial time functions is also restricted to
a finite subset, then the relation ≈N is polynomial time decidable.
From now on, we will assume that FBA implicitly contains such a constant k without explicitly mentioning it. All
formulae and terms used in FBA are thus assumed to obey
the abovementioned restriction on occurrences of function
symbols and depth. Then all relations and functions in FBA
are polynomial time computable.
Let BA∞ denote the semiformal proof system over FBA
according to Definition 4.3.

We note that if ~x : h then FV(Γ(h)) ⊆ {~x}. In particular
FV(Γ(h)) = ∅ for closed h.
Moreover, if ~x : h and y is a variable and t a closed
term, then ~x \ {y} : h(t/y) and moreover Γ(h(t/y)) ⊆
(Γ(h))(t/y).
Let HBA be the set of closed BA? -derivations. For each
h ∈ HBA we define the denoted last inference tp(h) and
subderivations h[j] following the obvious translation into
propositional logic, were induction up to 2i is proved by a
balanced tree of cuts of height i. The size function |·| on
HBA is given by |h| := sz(h) and the height o(h) is defined
according to the above description of a tree of balanced cuts;
to bound the length induction is carried out on, a monotone polynomial bounding term for the whole derivation is
extracted first. Observe that, using the auxiliary induction
inference symbols (INDy,n,i
), the translation of induction
F
can be denoted in such a way that the size of h[i] is always
bounded by the size of h.
In this way we obtain a notation system for BA∞ in the
sense of Definition 5.1. We note that all the involved functions are polynomial-time computable.

Definition 9.1. The finitary proof system BA? is the proof
system over BFOR, ≈N , rk which is given by the following
set of inference symbols.
W
(Ax∆ )
if ∆ ∈ BASIC
∆
V
Wk
A1
A
Ak
( A0 ∧A1 ) 0
( A0 ∨A1 )
A0 ∧ A1
A0 ∨ A1
Vy
A (y)
( (∀x)A ) x
(∀x)A
(INDy,t
F )

Wt
Ax (t)
( (∃x)A )
(∃x)A

¬F, Fy (y + 1)
¬Fy (0), Fy (2|t| )

(INDy,n,i
)
F
(CutC ) C

¬F, Fy (y + 1)
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Computational content of proofs

i

¬Fy (n), Fy (n + 2 )
We will now show how the results on bounding the
lengths of proof notations can be used to obtain characterisations of definable functions.
Assume we have a proof of a statement (∀x)(∃y)ϕ(x, y).
For any given n ∈ N we can use inversion to get a proof of
(∃y)ϕ(n, y). The task now is to find a witnessing k for
the existential formula. After reducing the cut-rank so that
the ranks of remaining cuts match the rank of ϕ, we can
define a path d = d0 , d1 , d2 , . . . through the derivation d
of (∃y)ϕ(n, y) such that always d`+1 = d` (i) for some i,
and Γ(d` ) is of the shape Γ(d` ) = (∃y)ϕ(y), Γ` where all
formulae A ∈ Γ` are false and of rank at most that of ϕ. As
d is well-founded, such a path must be finite. It is easy to
Wk
note that it has to end with a (∃y)ϕ(y) -inference for which
ϕ(k) is true. Hence we found our witness.

¬C

∅
In our finitary proof system Schütte’s ω-rule [15] is replaced by rules with Eigenvariable conditions. Of course,
the precise name of the Eigenvariable does not matter, as
long as it is an Eigenvariable.
For this reason, we think
Vy
y,n,i
in
of the inference symbols (∀x)A , INDy,t
F , and INDF
?
BA -quasi derivations as binding the variable y in the respective sub-derivations. Substitution is defined according
to this intuition.
Definition 9.2 (Inductive definition of ~x : d). For ~x a finite
list of disjoint variables and d = Id0 . . . dn−1 a BA? -quasiderivation we inductively define the relation ~x : d that d is a
BA? -derivation with free variables among ~x as follows.
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Proposition 10.2. F ∈ PC , i, c ∈ FP, and N ∈
FPC [wit, 1].

Such a path can be seen as a canonical path in a local
search problem on a specific subset of the BA∞ derivations. Using notations for these proofs, the above procedure
becomes effective and even feasible in many cases. Instantiating this general procedure by different formula complexities and sets of proof notations we reobtain—but in a uniform way!—characterisations of the definable functions of
various theories of Bounded Arithmetic.
Our first step in the technical development is to note
that all the formulae we deal with are bounded. In other
words, even though, say, universal formulae have infinitely
many subformulae, only finitely many carry non-trivial information. In fact, it is easy to define, for every derivation
h, monotone terms bd(h) that bounds all the indices ever
needed to access a subformula or subderivation, and ibd(h)
that bounds the length of any induction that has to be considered. We also note, that the size of the conclusion of a
derivation is polynomially (in fact, linearly) bounded in the
size of the notation of a derivation. Finally, we can compute in polynomial time the list deco(h) of formulae that
decorate any inference symbol which occurs in h.

Proposition 10.3. The following are properties of L.
Wi
1. N (a, h) = h implies tp(h) = (∃y)ϕ(a,y) with ϕ(a, i)
true. Thus, the local search problem L defines a multifunction by mapping a to i (this is called the computed
multi-function).
2. The search problem L in general defines a search problem in PLSC , assuming that we turn the neighbourhood
(multi-)function into a proper function, which can easily be achieved by using an intermediate PLSC search
problem whichVlooks for the smallest witness for the
case tp(h) = C . Then N ∈ FPC .
3. Assume o(ha ) = |a|O(1) . Then the canonical path
through L, which starts at ha and leads to a local
minimum, is of polynomial length with terms of polynomial size, thus the computed multi-function is in
FPC [wit, o(ha )].
We now apply this general considerations to various concrete situations.

s
:=
For s ∈ N a size parameter we define HBA
s
{h ∈ HBA : |h| ≤ s}. Then HBA is an s-bounded, abstract system of proof notations, because we observe that
h ∈ HBA and h → h0 implies |h0 | ≤ |h|.
Remember that h for h ∈ CHBA denotes the abstraction
]
of h which allows us to view CHBA as a subsystem of H
BA .
For h ∈ CHBA we define ϑ(h)(s) := ϑ(h)(s). Then Thes
and h → h0 ,
orem 7.4 now reads as follows. If h ∈ CHBA
0
then ϑ(h)(s) ≥ ϑ(h )(s).

Let i ≥ 2 and assume that S2i−1 ` (∀x)(∃y)ϕ(x, y)
with (∃y)ϕ(x, y) ∈ Σbi , ϕ ∈ Πbi−1 . By partial cutelimination we obtain some BA? -derivation h such that
FV(h) ⊆ {x}, Γ(h) = {(∃y)ϕ(x, y)}, Σbi−1 -crk(h) ≤ 1,
and o(h(a/x)) = O(||a||). We define a search problem by
stating its parameters as follows. Φ := deco(h) is a finite
set of formulae in BFOR, as the “logical complexity” we
take C := Σbi−1 , for the size parameter we choose s := |h|,
the initial value function is given by ha := h(a/x), and the
formula is as given, (∃y)ϕ(x, y).
As o(ha ) = O(||a||), Proposition 10.3, shows that
the computed multi-function of this search problem is in
b
FPΣi−1 [wit, O(log n)], which coincides with the description given by Krajı́ček [10].

Definition 10.1. We define a local search problem L parameterised by a finite set of bounded formulae Φ ⊂ BFOR, a
“logical complexity” C given as a polynomial time decidable set of LBA -formulae, a size parameter s ∈ N, an initial
s
value function h· : N → CompHBA
, where ha is presented
in the form E . . . Eh(a/x) for some BA? -derivation h, and
a formula (∃y)ϕ(x, y) ∈ Φ with ¬ϕ ∈ C. It will have the
property that, for every a ∈ N, Γ(ha ) = {(∃y)ϕ(a, y)},
O(1)
C-crk(ha ) ≤ 1, o(ha ) = 2|a|
, ϑ(ha )(s) = |a|O(1) , and
deco(ha ) ⊆ Φa .
s
The set of possible solutions F (a) ∈ Pfin (CompHBA
)
s
is given as the set of those h ∈ CompHBA
which satisfy Γ(h) ⊆ {(∃y)ϕ(a, y)} ∪ ∆ for some ∆ ⊆ C ∪ ¬C
such that all A ∈ ∆ are closed and false, C-crk(h) ≤ 1,
o(h) ≤ o(ha ), ϑ(h)(s) ≤ ϑ(ha )(s), bd(h) ≤ bd(ha ) and
ibd(h) ≤ ibd(ha ), and deco(h) ⊆ Φbd(ha ) .
The initial value function is given by i(a) := ha . The
cost function is defined as c(a, h) := o(h). Finally, the
neighbourhood function is given by setting N (a, h) to be
h[j] if the j’th minor premise of the last rule is in the set of
possible solutions, and h if no such j exists.

Let i > 0 and assume that Si2 ` (∀x)(∃y)ϕ(x, y)
with (∃y)ϕ(x, y) ∈ Σbi , ϕ ∈ Πbi−1 . By partial cutelimination we obtain some BA? -derivation h such that
FV(h) ⊆ {x}, Γ(h) = {(∃y)ϕ(x, y)}, Σbi−1 -crk(h) ≤ 2,
and o(h(a/x)) = O(||a||). We define a search problem by
stating its parameters as follows. Φ := deco(h) is a finite
set of formulae in BFOR, as the “logical complexity” we
take C := Σbi−1 , for the size parameter we choose s := |h|,
the initial value function is given by ha := Eh(a/x), and
the formula is as given, (∃y)ϕ(x, y).
As o(ha ) = |a|O(1) , Proposition 10.3, shows that
the computed multi-function of this search problem is in
b
b
FPΣi−1 [wit, nO(1) ] = FPΣi−1 [wit]. But this immediately
b
implies that the Σbi -definable functions of Si2 are in FPΣi−1 ,
because a witness query to (∃z < t)ψ(u, z) can be replaced
8
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Let i > 0 and assume that Si+1
` (∀x)(∃y)ϕ(x, y)
2
with (∃y)ϕ(x, y) ∈ Σbi , ϕ ∈ Πbi−1 . By partial cutelimination we obtain some BA? -derivation h such that
FV(h) ⊆ {x}, Γ(h) = {(∃y)ϕ(x, y)}, Σbi−1 -crk(h) ≤ 3,
and o(h(a/x)) = O(||a||). We define a search problem by
stating its parameters as follows. Φ := deco(h) is a finite
set of formulae in BFOR, as the “logical complexity” we
take C := Σbi−1 , for the size parameter we choose s := |h|,
the initial value function is given by ha := EEh(a/x), the
formula is as given, (∃y)ϕ(x, y).
By Proposition 10.3, this defines a search problem in
b
PLSΣi−1 . This coincides with the description given by Buss
and Krajı́ček [7].
Let i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0, and assume that Σbi+j -L2+j IND `
(∀x)(∃y)ϕ(x, y) with (∃y)ϕ(x, y) ∈ Σbi+1 , ϕ ∈ Πbi .
By partial cut-elimination we obtain some BA? -derivation
h such that FV(h) ⊆ {x}, Γ(h) = {(∃y)ϕ(x, y)},
Σbi -crk(h) ≤ j + 1, and o(h(a/x)) = O(|a|3+j ). We define a search problem by stating its parameters as follows.
Φ := deco(h) is a finite set of formulae in BFOR, as the
“logical complexity” we take C := Σbi , for the size parameter we choose s := |h|, the initial value function is given
by
ha := E
. . E} h(a/x)
| .{z
j times

and the formula is, as given, (∃y)ϕ(x, y).
As o(ha ) = O(||a||), Proposition 10.3, 3., shows that
the computed multi-function of this search problem is in
b
FPΣi [wit, 2j (O(log2+j n))], which coincides with the description given by Pollett [14].

Conclusions and Future Work
In this article we have shown that one application of
cut-reduction on proof notations behaves feasibly. Explicit
bounds have been obtained. We then applied these bounds
to Bounded Arithmetic to reobtain all known definability
results in a uniform way.
In the future, the authors will try to build on these notations to obtain new definability results for hithero uncharacterised classes.
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